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Suggested Approaches to the
Measurement of Comnuter Anxiety

Things acquire meaning by becoming associated with contexts. If you find
an object in the street and cannot imagine it in any other context, the object
will be virtually meaningless to you; in fact, you'll have "found" nothing --
every day we pass right by context-less objects. They hardly merit our
attention and capture very little of our time.

In the past few decades, the objects we collectively label as "computers"
have been appearing in more and more contexts and acquiring more and more
meaning. Because the contexts in which we find -- and place -- computers is
ultimately a Function of our needs, ideas, abilities, and beliefs, finding out
what computers mean to us is actually a way of finding out about ourselves,
both as a society and as individuals. It is the point of this paper that
psychologists can gain ouch insight into human behavior by examining what
people feel about, know about, and do with computers.

Two extreme reactions to computers are apparently so widespread that the
labels that describe them are becoming part of common parlance: computer
phobia (or anxiety) and computer addiction (or "hacking "). For example, some
people now pursue a profession of assisting computer-phobic employees in
various businesses and industries; certainly the computer "addict" can also
find employment doing exactly what be or she enjoys.

A number of interesting and virtually untested hypotheses about our
relationship to computers can be suggested. Ts lack of computer knowledge
related to anxiety about computers? Does experience with computers tend to
relieve such anxiety/ If so, are some kinds of experience more effective than
others? Can a person woh# feels ignorant about computers void feeling anxious
about them too? Do reactions to anxiety about computers differ? Is it
possible that anxiety induces some people to "move away" (phobic.) and others
to "move toward" (addicts) computers? Can a person remain ambivalent toward
computers? If so, how large is this group in our society? Educators may be
interested in if and how faculty and students differ in their attitudes
toward, knowledge of, and behavior with computers. How does owning a personal
computer affect the meaning computers have for us? and so on.

Appended to this paper is a questionnaire that has been used at the
College of Charleston in South Carolina in an effort to begin to examine at
least some of the questions posed above. The questionnaire consists of four
parts:

(1) a projective test modeled after the Goodenough-Harris Drawing Test
(1963). This section of the questionnaire asks the respondent to draw a
scene with a computer in it and to write a description of the. scene (s)he
drew. Mhile the function of Goodenoughs test was to measure the
intellectual maturity of children by their drawings of a parson, the
potential of a drawing task can be extended to other areas, as some of the
responses to the "Toris-Draw-a-Computer" Test presented herein will
suggest.



(2) a computer knowledge test -- While standardisation
norms have not beenestablishes! for this test, it was constructed on the basis of theinformation presented in a college level introduction to computing text..Note that en accurate assessment of computer knowledge is encouraged bypermitting the respondent to indicate when(s)he does not know (or wouldbe guessing) an answer.

(3) a description of one's behaviors involving computer use
(4) an attitudinal assessment of computers

In the development of their 10-item "Attitude Toward Computers" scale,Reece and Gable (1982) suggested that an appropriate attitudinal measureinclude Triandis' (1971) three components of an attitude; namely cognitive,behavioral, and affective items. Note that the questionnaire described aboveconsiders these components in parts 2, 3, and 4, respectively.

Of the 11 faculty and professional staff and 17 students who were randomlyselected to respond to this questionnaire in its current formative state, someinteresting response patterns are already suggested; for example, whilefaculty and students both score quite high on the computer knowledge test(91.5% and 86.6% correct), faculty respond to considerably more questionsoverall than do students (4.8% versus 28.6% "don't knows") suggesting thatwhile students at least "know what they don't know", faculty know more aboutcomputers (at least at an introductory level). Furthermore, while morefaculty (18.8%) than students (6.81) had never used a computer, of those whohad, faculty were considerably more likely (70%) than students (26.7%) to becurrently using computers. There was little or no difference in the generaldescription of the computer experiences of these two groups as measured by aLikert-scale item where 1 equals very negative experiences using the computerand 5 equals very positive, with the mean faculty response being 3.8 and themean student response equal to 3.0. A similar percentage of faculty (20.0%)and students) (26.7L) had personal computers at bone.

It is also worth noting that the overall. attitude toward computers asmeasured by five Likert scale items (describing computers. on the positive poleas tools, helps, an aid to society, etc.) was quite favorable. Overall meansfor faculty on these five it was 4.4 and for students, 4.2 (Where thepositive pole was equal to 5). A nationwide survey by Lee (1970) indicatedthat, at the time of the survey, the American public viewed the computer interms of two belief-attitude dimensions, the first of which was an instrumentof man's purposes -- helpful in science, industry, space exploration, etc. Thesecond dimension portrayed the computer as a relatively autonomous entity thatcan perform the functions of human thinking. Presumably, this latter dimensionis the one that contributes to a feeling of inferiority with regard to .computers. Future improvements to the questionnaire offered here shouldinclude items that attempt to tap more directly into this dimension,especially in view of the fact that, despite their high evaluations of thecomputer, means for the anxiety question (where 1 equals extremely anxious and5 equals completely comfortable) were slightly lower (3.45 for faculty and3.59 for students), indicating greater anxiety.



.deedless to say, because this questionnaire is still i.i. the constructionstage, our sample of respondents is small and these data ultimately may not berepresentati!re of faculty and students at the College of Charleston.

It was discovered that this particulai measurement instrument took only anaverage of ten minutes to complete; consequently, a subsequent version willprobably include at least one additional anxiety scale. It has been reportedby Raub (1981) that correlates of computer anxiety in her study included notonly gender, level of computer experience, and college major, but math anxietyand trait anxiety as well. It would be interesting to explore the nature ofthis relationship further, using, perhaps the Mathematics Anxiety Rating Scale(MARS) of Richardson & Suinn (1972) and/or the State-Trait Anxiety Inventory(STAI) of Spielberger and Gorsuch, 1970).

Of the innumerable important hypotheses that can be generated and testedwith appropriately constructed surveys; the following three issues arehighlighted as meriting particular attention:

(1) There is a growing need to identify what is meant (contextualized) bythe word "computer". It has been pointed out by Lee (1970) that the computer"is a complex and ambiguous stimulus - how individuals perceive it and givemeaning to it depends very such on their fundamental values, on theirpersonality dynamics, and on their basic orientations toward life" (p 59). Itshould be added that prior exposure and experience also affect what computersmean to us, and these factors can vary widely among individuals in ourculture. Figure 1 consists of some representative responses to the "Dr_:: aComputer Test". notice that computers Include hand-held (A), desk-top (15),and roam-sized (C) it and appear in what are described as grocery stores(A), family rooms (D) and dorm rooms (R). It is incumbent upon any feseareherof computer phobia to specify something about the nature of the feared objector events for each individual studied.

(2) We must clarify the relationship between various kinds of anxiety andbehavior toward computers. It was implied earlier that math, state, or traitanxiety might be related to computer phobic behaviors. Alternatively,is a common stereotype of the computer "hacker" (addict) as a socially a' .ousindividual who prefers contact with computers to contact with people, takingrefuge in the rule-determined, precise, measured, ulemotional, and completelypredictable responses of a machine. From another perspective, the sociallyanxious person may compensate for a lack of human contact with increasinglysophisticated computer approximations of human interactions.

It may also be the case (see Figure 2), that the socially anxious persongeneralizes his/her fear of human interactions to these often human-likemachines. After all, both man and machine tend to demand correct responses;computers typically permit even less latitude than, even the most demandingconversational partners. The features of computers that attract some sociallyanxious individuals may act to create additional
"social" anxiety for others.In other words, social anxiety may motivate some individuals to "move toward"computers and others to "move away". That computers can be viewod asdemanding conversational partners is suggested by some of the responses to theDraw-A-Computer Test described earlier (See Figure 3).
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Figure 1. Sample responses to the "Draw-A-Computer" Test.
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FIGURE 2. SOME FACTORS HYPOTHESIZED TO AFFECT
"PHOBIC" AND "ADDICTIVE" BEHAVIORS
TOWARD COMPUTERS.
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Figure 3. Conversations with the computer. Sample responses to the "Draw aComputer Test".

It Would be useful to explore the relationship between computer
behaviors/attitudes and a number of related "social anxiety- type" constructs;for example: communicatioh apprehension, (HcCroskey's (1970) Personal Reportof Communication Apprehension (PICA)); shyness, (Pilkonis' (1977) Stanford
Shyness Survey); and social anxiety. (Watson and Friend's (1969) Fear ofNegative Evaluation (FNE) and Social Avoidance and Distress Scale (SAD)).

(3) We must consider-the possibility that computer phobia (avoidance?) maybe functional. An interesting "dialogue" among computer hackers writing
"on-line" was published a few years ago (The Hacker Papers; 1980) Wherein
computer "addicts" contemplated their motivations and deviations. The article .was followed with one by the notable social psychologist, Philip Zimbardo, whoclaimed that "in society as a whole, the hacker mentality is upon us, with orwithout the computer as a rationalization for putting other people at thebottom of our priority stack. There are forces at work in society increasing
both the sense and the reality of our separateness from one another." (p. 71)

Zimbardo explains that be once felt that this separateness was exclusiveto the timid and,shy who were the subjects of his research on shyness. Thenhe began to observe that within his comparison group of non-shys was a largeproportion of people claiming an "apparently unmotivated indWerenee --unlike the shys, they do not mind being isolated; they lack spontaneity,
personal achievement, joy in sharing feelings with a friend." Zimbardo feelsthat this alienation, anomie, and isolation are products of our times, with
its increasing technology, fierce competition, transient population,
overcrowding, and breakdown of the family structure. If this is true, someanxiety about the computer may actually stem from a realistic appraisal of therole it plays as one of the current dangers to human social interactions.
Furthermore, in "addictive" computer behavior, we may be seeing the
transformation of what was once social anxiety into social apathy. Because ofits abilities to mimic social interaction and because of tho predictability of4 its responses, computers may act, at least minimally, to meet our needs for
one another without the additional burden of the demands we place on each
other. In addition, knowledge of computers can offer a number of positive
incentives; job security, high pay, a sense of "control", dependability, etc.(see Figure 2). Wilkes (1984) points out that many computer-critics also
argue that compute/kr, threaten us intellectually and even spiritually, and he



believes that the "compAerphobes" are still "fighting the good fight" againstthe "computerphiles". Brod (1984), another critic of computers, nevetthelessbelieies we lose whether we love or hate computers; "technoanxious" personsfeel threatened and alienated; "techno-centered" persons become increasinglydehumanized.

Authors have compared the computer and its impact to, among other things,the telephone, the automobile, television, the family dog, the family, andfriends and acquaintances (when you want to widen your circle of friends, justbuy more hardware!) -- to name a few. Of all the descriptions and analogiesI've encountered, I think one of my survey respondents said it best -- andgave the best reason for why intensive efforts to study our relationship withcomputers is so essential. Until we fully understand it, the computer willremain

a.) In the apace beiow, please draw a scene with a tooputer in it.

a.) Now, is your owl mord., please give a brief description of thescene you drew.
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Perspectives on Computers

\-
Questionnaire

As computers become morei and more common in our society, it
.becomes important to try to discover how they can be used best. In
order to do this, we must learn about how people currently use
computers, as well as how they about them. Toward this end, in
completing this questionnaire, you are being asked to do four things:

I.) Depict scenes that include a computer.
II.) Answer some questions about computers:

III.) Respond to some questions about computers.
fV.) Indicate your feelings about _computers.

Each of the four parts of this questionnaire includes the
instructions you need to complete it 'Please try to finish the
entire questionnaire without taking -a It should take
approximately thirty minutes. Please Ign:b. each section, in order,
without lofting ahead or going bank. Please answer each of the
items in each section. If you are not sure of an answer, respond as
best as you can. At the end of the questionnaire, there is a space
where you can make any additional comments, or qualify or explain
any of your responses if you desire.

ip



I.) The following two item ask you to depict a scene that includes
a computer. You may select a scene from your own experience or
use your imagination to construct a scene.

a.) In the space below, please draw a scene with a computer in it.

b.) Now, in your own words, please give a brief description of the
scene you drew.



II.) Computer knowledze. Identify each of the following statements
below as "true" or "false" by circling the appropriate letter.
If you find that you are guessing the answer, circle "don't
know".

T F don't 1. One way to enter data into a computer is to use
know punched cards.

T F don't 2. In the late 1950's, solid state transistors
know replaced vacuum tubes in computers. Integrated

circuits have since replaced transistors.

T F don't 3. A microprocessor is another name for home
know computer.

T F don't 4. A CRT terminal has a television-like screen.
know The user can provide input at a keyboard that

is displayed on the CRT as well as receive out-
put at the same terminal.

I F don't 5. The process of writing a program for a computer
know is called "debugging".

I F don't 6. FORTRAN, BASIC, and PASCAL are all names of
know computer programming languages.

T F don't 7. The central processing unit (CPU) is the heart
know of the computer system.

T F don't S. Data are represented in the computer in binary
know digits.

T F don't 9. Data for the computer can be stored on
know magmatic tape.

I F don't 10. The term "online" refers to the time a computer
know system is not working because of equipment

problems.

T F don't 11. Floppy discs are designed to be used with a
know mini-computer .

F don't 12. "Software" refers to the pliable silicon com-
know ponents inside a computer.

F don't 13. Word processing simply means writing with a
know computer.

T F don't 14. Units of work to be processed by.a computer are
know referred to as "jobs".

F don't 15. A remote tetuinal is the final output printed
know by a computer after it completes a program.



III. Computer Experience

1. Have you ever used a computer? YES NIgiggo,
WO

(If your answer is no, please skip to question #8.)

2. How long has it been since you FIRST used a computer?
less than one year

1 - 5 years

over 5 years

don't remeMber

3. Please circle the number that best represents your answer. For
example, circling 3 would indicate that your experiences fell
midway between "very negative" and "very positive".

In general, hoer would you describe your experiences with using
the computer?

1 2 3 4

very very
negative positive

4. Do you currently use a computer? YES

WO

5. How much time do you spend using a computer?
lees than I hour/week

1-5 hours /week

5-15 hours/week

15-30 hours/week

more than 30 hrs/wk.

6. Do you own your own computer? YES

WO

If yes, please list the model
If you own any extra equipment for your computer, please
describe in the space provided.

15



7. In what capacity do you use a computer? Please use the list
below to specify the percentage of computer-use time that you
perform a particular activity. If you never use the computer
as listed in any of,the categories below, place a 0% on the
corresponding line. REMEMBER YOUR NUMBERS SHOULD TOTAL TO 100%.

personal main frame
computer computer

a. programming new software % %

b. modifying old software % %

c. analyzing research data % %

d. word processing % %

e. particular business functions % %
(Please describe briefly

f. using games and similar
software packages

g. completing homework assignments
in non-computer courses

h. Other (Please describe.)

% + 5.100%

Questions 8 - 14 below can be answered by circling the number that
best represents your answer. If your answer lies someMbere between
the two end points, please circle the corresponding number.

8. in general, how would you describe your mathematical ability?
1 2 3 4 5

very very
poor good

9. In general, bow would you describe your attitude toward using
math?

1 2 3 4 5

very very
negative positive

10. How would you describe your ability to learn languages?
1 2 3 4 5

very very
poor good



11. How would you describe your attitude toward having to learn
another language?

1 2 3 4 5

very very
poor

-"fi

good

12. In general, how would you describe yourself?
1 2 3 4 5

very very
shy outgoing

13. How would you rate your typing ability?
1 2 3 4 5

I can't I'm an
type at all expert typist

14. How often do you play video games (including home video games),
1 2 3 4 5

never every chance
I get

15. Please check the term that applies to you:

student

faculty

..I.M.011110

!W./NNW/WM=1MP

secretarial staff

other (Please specify



Supplementpl Questions

Can you recommend any Changes in this questionnaire that would
result in better questions and/or would make the questionnaire
easier to answer?

Please make any necessary additional comments about your responses
to this questionnaire below.



IV. Attitudes Toward Commuters

Generally speaking, computers can best be characterized as

1
a toy

2 3 4 5
a tool

1 2 3 4 5
a threat to an aid to
society society

1
a hindrance

1
something I have
no desire to
learn about

2

2

3 4 5
a help

3 4 5
something I desire
to learn about as
much as I can

1 2 3 4 5
something to something to be
be avoided used whenever

possible

If I think about having to use a computer, I feel

1 2 3 4 5
extremely completely
anxious comfortable


